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Abstract

A model of computation for the design of synchronous and systolic algorithms is
presented. The model is hierarchically structured, and so can express the development of
an algorithm through many levels of abstraction. The syntax of the model is based on the
directed graph, and the synchronous semantics are state-transitional. A semantic
representation of ripple-carries is included. The cells available in the data structure of a
computation graph are defined by a graph signature. In order to develop two-level
pipelining in the model, we need to express serial functions as primitives, and so a data
structure may include history-sensitive functions.
A typical step in a hierarchical design is the substitution of a single data element by
a word of data elements so as to refine an algorithm to a lower level of abstraction. Such
a refinement is formalised through the definition of parallel and serial homomorphisms of
data structures.
Central to recent work on synchronous algorithms has been the work of H T Kung
and others on systolic design. The Retiming Lemma of Leiserson and Saxe [LS81] has
become an important optimisation tool in the automation of systolic design (for example,
in the elimination of ripple-carries). This lemma and the Cut Theorem (Kung and Lam
[KLa84]) are proved in the formal model.
The use of these tools is demonstrated in a design for the matrix multiplication
algorithm presented by Kung in [HTKu84] .

§ 1. Introduction

A synchronous algorithm is a parallel algorithm in which processor communication
is synchronised by a clock so that the processors communicate regularly in lock-step.2 A
common notation for presenting such algorithms is the signal flow graph, of which
Figure 1 is an example (taken from Kung and Lin [KLi84]). Rectangles represent
registers (or latches). This diagrammatic representation is clear and intuitive, and it is
developed into a model of computation for the design of algorithms of arbitrary
complexity over any data structure. That the array computes the particular onedimensional convolution
Yi+3 = WoXi + w1xi+1 + wzxi+2 + w3xi+3•
i =0,1,2, ...
is usually shown by constructing snapshots of the data as it is clocked step by step
through the diagram. This method is formalised as a state transition semantics. The use
of denotational semantics in similar models has been examined by Kahn [Ka74], Gordon
[Go80] and Brookes [Br84] .
1
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Synchronous behaviour with a controller more powerful than a clock has been considered by Shepherdson in

[Sh73].
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Figure 1. A Finite Impulse Response Filter in Signal Flow Graph Notation

The model will support hierarchical design. A very simple design refinement of the
filter would be the substitution of the inner product nodes by the graph shown in Figure
2. This would allow pipelining of the inner product, and so reduce the period of the
computation. However, a more interesting refinement is the substitution of the carrychain adder shown in Figure 3 for the plus processor in Figure 2. The plus processor
computes on natural numbers whereas the carry-chain adder computes on booleans , and
the formal verification of such a substitution is one of the main concerns of this paper.
The following principle is made precise: if Figure 3 is shown to compute addition then
substitution of Figures 2 and 3 for the inner product nodes in Figure 1 gives a correct
design for the filter array at a lower level of abstraction.
The syntax of the computation graph model is constructed from three types of
primitive: cells (to evaluate the primitive functions in the data structure); channels (for
communication of data elements); and delay (to provide storage and timing) . A statetransition semantics is used to construct a functional description of a computation graph
from the functional semantics of its cells. This functional semantics for the graph
provides a formal basis for the verification of its substitution for a cell at a higher level of
abstraction.
The model is powerful enough to express computations over arbitrary data
structures, and in particular, computations over more than one data set (eg., the
palindrome recogniser in [LS81]). This capability is particularly useful in expressing the
communication of control signals such as resets, and is realised through the
representation of a data structure by a graphical presentation of a many-sorted algebra.
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Figure 2. Inner Product Graph
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Figure 3. A Carry-Chain Adder

§ 2 contains a precise syntax for a computation graph, and in § 3 its computational
behaviour is defined in terms of a state transition semantics. § 4 is a short section
showing how the formalism can describe the behaviour of a computation graph as a
stream processor (this work is not used in the following sections). In § 5 algorithm
refinement within the model is described, in terms of both graph substitution, and
homomorphic refinement of data structures (parallel and serial). § 6 contains formal
proofs of the retiming results of Leiserson and Saxe, and Kung and Lam (these results do
not use the hierarchical definition of computation graph, and so can be read in isolation
of § 5). § 6 is a worked example, and the appendix contains the basic definitions on
strings, and two omitted proofs.
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§ 2. Syntax of the Model
The communication pattern of the system of cells and channels is presented as a
directed graph.
·
DEFINITION 2.1 . A digraph, D , is a 4-tuple < V , E, ti , hd > where V and E are disjoint
finite sets, hd : E ➔ V, and ti : E ➔ V . The members of V and E are called cells and
channels respectively, ti is the tail function and hd the head function .
Input and output are achieved through the introduction of two global cells, vin and
v out, with the convention that the channels incident on vin and v out are the only channels
which can transmit input and output data.
DEFINITION 2.2.
(i) A communication graph, D, is a four-tuple < V, E, ti, hd > satisfying the following
conditions.
(a) < Vu{ vin, vout }, E , ti, hd > is a digraph;
(b) V ("'\ {Vin ' V out } = 0 ;
(c) for no channel e EE does hd (e) = vin or ti (e) = vout.
(ii) For
any
communication
graph
D = < V , E, ti, hd >,
define
HEADSv:Vu{vout} ➔ Pow(E) by HEADSv(v)={eeE I hd(e)=v} , and
TAILSv:Vu{vin} ➔ Pow(E) by TAILSv(v) = {eeE I t/(e)=v}. (Pow(E) is
the power set of E ).
(iii) For
any
communication
graph
D,
define D in=TAILSv(vin)
and
D 0 ur = HEADSv (v 0 ur).
The position of the channels is independent of inputs, and so in terms of Cook' s
dichotomy of models of parallel computation [Co81] the model is of fixed structure. As
the model is to be used in systolic design this restriction is not seen as a disadvantage systolic designs are regular and simple, and not reconfigurable.
A signal flow graph can be represented as a picture of a communication graph (but
note that a picture has geometric properties of position and distance which are not welldefined on a graph). Circles represent cells and arrows channels. To improve
presentation of a picture vin and vout may each be represented at more than one place.
Each channel is represented once only.
The syntax of the data structure of an algorithm is presented as a graph signature. A
graph signature is a graphical representation of the usual definition of signature, (see, for
example Goguen, Thatcher, Wagner and Wright [GTWW77]), but generalised to allow
the direct treatment of vector-valued functions. A signature is a formalism for the
templates used by Masuzawa, Nakauchi, Wada, Hagihara, and Tokura [MNWHT83] .
A refinement in a hierarchical design can be described as the substitution of a
functional definition of a primitive operation by an algorithmic description. In the syntax
of this model such a refinement is the substitution of a cell of another communication
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graph by a communication graph. In order to support such refinements computation
graphs are defined recursively. At the bottom level in the recursion a computation graph
contains only one cell (other that vin and v0 u1 ). A unary computation graph is essentially
a graphical representation of the syntax of a function, where one channel is associated
with each of the argument and value places.
DEFINITION 2.3. A communication graph D = < V, E, ti, hd > is unary if V is a
singleton set and no channel is incident on both vin and vout.
(See Figure 4.)
A computation graph is to compute on data elements of more than one type or sort,
and we introduce a sort function, st, to strongly type the channels of the graph.
DEFINITION 2.4. Given a set S, an S-sorted primitive computation graph is a pair
< D , st> such that D = < V, E, ti , hd > is a unary communication graph, and st: E ➔ S .
DEFINITION 2.5. A graph signature is a pair < S ,L> such that L is a set of S-sorted
primitive computation graphs.
A computation graph is essentially a term over a graph signature. Higher level
computation graphs are recursively defined by using a graph function, gf, to substitute the
cells of a communication graph by computation graphs from lower levels, and so embed
communication graphs. Connection functions, en, connect each channel incident on a
given cell with either an input channel or an output channel from the embedded graph.
Any two such connected channels must have the same sort.
DEFINITION 2.6. A computation graph over a graph signature r = < S ,L> is a member
of the set G(r) = u{ G(r,n) I n E N} defined as follows. G(r,O) = L. The members
of G(r,n +1) are five-tuples G = <D, gf, en, st, d > satisfying the following conditions.
(i) D = < V, E, ti, hd > is a communication graph.
(ii) gf : V ➔ G(r,n ). en is a pair < cin, cout > of families < cinv I v EV> and
<coutv I veV> of bijections. Given veV, cinv: HEADSv(v) ➔ gf(~\n · and
coutv: TAILSv(v) ➔ gf(v)out

d

e

Figure 4. A Unary Communication Graph
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(iii) st:£ ➔ S. Given v e V, if stv is the sort function of gf (v) then,
(a) 3 forevery e E HEADSD(v),
st(e) =stvocinv(e);
and
(b) for every f E TAILSD(v), st(f) = stvocoutv(f).
(iv) d:E ➔ N.
Define depth: G(r) ➔ N such that depth (G) is the least n e N such that G

E G(r,n ).

The computation graph shown in Figure 5 defines the FIR filter of Figure 1. The
semantics of this computation graph are defined in the next section, but the intended
interpretation of PLUS and MULT are the standard addition and multiplication
functions; ZERO outputs the constant zero, and Wi outputs a constant weight wi.
One of the most significant costs in the design of synchronous algorithms is the
design of timing (or ensuring that the right data is in the right place at the right time).
This is one area where design automation at algorithmic level is possible (see Leiserson,
Rose and Saxe [LRS83]), and in order to support this automation, timing in the model is
expressed by a function on the channels. The interpretation of this delay function, d, in a
synchronous semantics is that any signal reaching the tail of a channel e will leave the
head of e exactly d (e) clock cycles later. S Y Kung [SYKu84] has studied an alternative
asynchronous semantics for the delay function - the value of the function is interpreted
as defining a number of storage registers on the channel which communicate data
through a hand-shaking protocol.

Figure 5. Computation Graph for the FIR Filter
(a) The signature r = < {num },L> and
G(r,O)

= :E ={PLUS, MULT, ZERO, Wo,

W 1, W2, W3}
MULT

PLUS

ZERO

W;, i=0,1,2,3

For every channel e , st (e) = num.

3

Where possible, in order to avoid the nesting of brackets, we use the symbol o for composition of functions.
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i =0,1,2,3
Di ,i =0,1,2,3

g/j{V1) = MULT

gfi(v2) = PLUS

cin~ l <Y1) = a2

cin~ l (xin) = b2

gfj(Uj) =

wi

cout~ l <Y2) = s2

=0

ciniu,

For every channel e,

di ( e) = 0 and sti (e) = num.

(c) G = <D,gf ,cn,st,d> e G(r,2)

gf (u)

= ZERO
cinu

=0

d(zj) = 3-j, j = 0,1,2,3
st(zm)

= num,

d(zk)
m

= 0,1,

= 0,

k

. .. , 8.

= 4,5,6,7,8
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The introduction of non-zero delays causes pipelining, and can reduce the period of
a computation. Also, non-zero delays (i.e. storage elements) are essential for the
construction of meaningful cycles in communication graphs. Nevertheless, designers use
ripple-carries (paths with zero delay) to distribute communications as they allow timing
details to be kept to a minimum. Leiserson and Saxe (see § 6) have shown that these
ripple-carries can then be removed in a later (possibly automatic) stage in the design
process.
DEFINITION 2.7. Given a communication graph D = < V ,E ,ti ,hd>, define
Pathsv c E+ to be the set of paths (or edge sequences) in the digraph
<VU{vin,vout},E,tl,hd>. That is, PE Pathsv if for each m=l,2, . .. , IP 1-1,
hdoproJm (P) = tloproJm+i(P ). Also, given P E Pathsv define
(a) tl*(P) = tlopro)i(P) and hd*(P) = hdoprojlPl(P) ;
(b) Pis a cycle if ti* (P) = hd* (P );
(c) P is simple if every pair i ,j EN with 1 ~ i < j ~ IP I satisfies
hdoproji (P) '# hdoprojj (P) and tloproj 1(P) '# tloprojj (P ).
DEFINITION 2.8. Let G = < D, gf, en , st, d > be a computation graph of non-zero
depth with D = < V , E , ti , hd>.
(i)

IPI

Define d*:Pathsv ➔N by d*(P) = '}2doproJi(P).
i=l

(ii) G is deterministic if (a) every cycle P in D satisfies d * (P) '# 0; and (b) for each
v E V, gf (v) is deterministic (given that every computation graph of zero depth is
deterministic).

If a computation graph contains a cycle with delay zero then, in general, under any
reasonable semantics there are inputs for which data collision will occur in that cycle. In
this case a synchronous computation cannot be deterministic.

§ 3. Synchronous Semantics for the Model

A design refinement is the substitution of a computation graph for a primitive
computation graph which has the same computational behaviour. The purpose of this
section is to define the term computational behaviour. The first step is to define the data
structure of the computation graph, and so fix the level of abstraction of the algorithm.
The data structure is a number of sets of data and a number of functions on that data.
The graph signature fixes the number of data sets and functions , and the arities of the
functions. One data set is defined for each element of the sort set.
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DEFINITION 3.1. A sort interpretation is an function E>: S ➔ A , where S is a sort set
and A a set of sets. The range of E> is called the set of carrier sets of the interpretation.

It remains to define the functions in the data structure. The computational
behaviour of a computation graph will be defined as a function from inputs to outputs.
DEFINITION 3.2. Let G be a computation graph over the graph signature < S ,L>, with
communication graph D and sort function st. Let E be the channel set of D , and
E>: S ➔ A a sort interpretation.
(i) Given E ' ~ E, a function g :E ' ➔ uA is said to be well-typed if for every
eeE' ,g(e) E E>ost(e).
(ii) STATES <G, 8 > = { 't I -c: E ➔ uA and 'tis well-typed}.
(iii) IN<G,8> = {'t I 'C:Din ➔ UA and 'tis well-typed}
and
OUT<G,8> = {'t I -c:Dout ➔ UA and 'tis well-typed}.
The interpretation of a primitive computation graph cr is a function from inputs to
outputs. However, for the following reasons we choose the history-sensitive formulation
Qcr:IN;cr 8 > ➔ OUT <cr 8 >
'
'
rather than the simpler Qcr: IN< cr 8 > ➔ OUT< cr 8 >. For example, consider the serial
'
'
adder, G, in Figure 6 with the standard
interpretation.
In order to support hierarchical
design, the model should be able to define at a higher level of abstraction, a primitive
computation graph with the same computational behaviour as the serial adder. However,
as the carry bit is stored between clock cycles, the behaviour of G cannot be represented
as a function QG: IN <Ge> ➔ OUT <G 9 >. So if a primitive computation graph, cr, is to
'
describe the computational
behaviour of' the serial adder over the same carrier set then it
must have an interpretation of the form Qcr: IN; cr,9> ➔ OUT< cr,8>·
In practice, the production of pipelined arithmetic units has required the
development of two-level pipelining (see [KLa84]) where the functional units of the data
structure are themselves pipelined and so history-sensitive.

Figure 6. A Serial Adder
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DEFINITION 3.3. A processor interpretation of a graph signature r = < S, L> is a pair
< e, <l>> such that e: S ➔ A is a sort interpretation, and <I>: .r. ➔ F where F is a set of
functions and constants which satisfies the following conditions. Let cre .r., with
communication graph D .
(i) If Dout= 0 then <I>( cr) is the function which outputs nothing; otherwise
(ii) <l>(cr): IN :G,e> ➔ OUT <G,e>· If Din = 0 then !Np = {0} (where 0 is the
empty function with no inputs or outputs) and so <I>(cr): {0}+ ➔ OUT <G,Eh·
The pair< r , < e, <l>>> is called an interpreted signature.
EXAMPLE 3.4. Consider a processor interpretation < e,<I>> for the graph signature of
Figure 5. 9(num) = N, the set of natural numbers. ((<I>(ZERO ))(/))(!) = 0 and
((<l>(Wi ))(/))(Ji) = ni E N, i = 0,1,2,3.
((<I>(PLUS ))(/))(s 1) = top (!)(a 1) + top (I)(b 1)
where+ is the standard addition function. <I>(MULT) has a similar definition.
In the above example the output of the function <I>(PLUS) is independent of inputs
during previous clock cycles. Delay, or storage, was defined as one of the primitives of
the model, and in many cases one of the aims of hierarchical design is that the data
structure at the bottom level is delay-free.
DEFINITION 3.5. A processor interpretation < e,<I>> of a graph signature < S ,L> is
algebraic (or delay-free) if every cre .r. satisfies the following condition. ~or every
I ,J E IN; 0 e>, if top (I)= top (J) then (<I>(cr))(/) = (<I>(cr))(J) .

.

The synchronous semantics of the model are based on the assumption that at the end
of each clock cycle there is a flow of one data element along every channel in the graph.
(This pumping around of data is particularly relevant to the systolic model of
computation.) Therefore at the end of each clock cycle every cell, v, must assign a value
to the channels in TAILS (v ). This leaves no facility for diverging computations within
cells and so all functions in the function set of a processor interpretation must be total. (A
total function may contain an error value in its range, but convergence with the output of
an error value is fundamentally different behaviour to that of divergence.)
DEFINITION 3.6. A processor is a pair < G , '¥> where '¥ is a processor interpretation
of the graph signature of the deterministic computation graph G .
The basic principle of hierarchical design is that if two processors have the same
computational behaviour then they are interchangable within any algorithm. The
computational behaviour of a processor P is now defined as the function
O.p:IN/ ➔ OUTp which computes the states of the processor as the data is clocked
through the computation graph. 4
If the computation graph has non-zero depth then the definition of !J.p requires
several auxiliary functions. We use a head state function, HS, and a tail state function ,
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TS, to follow the state transitions. The value of HS on a given channel e is the value of
TS on e, d(e) clock cycles previously. The value of TS on an input channel is the value
input on that channel in the current clock cycle. If e e Din then the value of TS on e is
determined by the processor < gf o ti (e ), '¥>. The input to < gf o ti (e ), '¥> is the string
of previous and current values of HS on the channels in HEADS o ti (e ), and in order to
present these values in the correct form for inputs to < gf o ti (e ), '¥> we introduce a
function pred.

As the synchronous semantics require an input every clock cycle, the length of a
computation is determined by the length of the input string.
DEFINITION 3.7. For any processor P = < G , '¥> define a synchronous computation
function
O.p:INp ➔ OUTp

by recursion on depth (G) as follows. Let r = < S , L> be the signature of G with
processor interpretation'¥= < e, <I>>.
(1) If G e :I: then O.p = <l>(G ).
(2) Otherwise let G = <D,gf ,cn,st,d> and D = <V,E,ti,hd>. As well as
TS:INi, ➔ STATESp andHS:INp ➔ STATESp define families <PREDv I ve V >
and < predv I v e V > of auxiliary functions such that for every v e V ,
PREDv : IN/ ➔ IN<g/(v),'¥> and predv:IN/ ➔ IN:gf(v),'¥>· Given IeIN/,
TS (I) and HS (I) are defined by recursion on I/ I , and O.p (I) is defined to be the
restriction of HS (I) to domain Gout.
(2a) For any e e E, (TS(0))(e) = e ost(e) (a non-deterministic choice, see
Definition 3.11).
If e e Din then (TS (l))(e) = (top (l))(e ).
Otherwise e e TAILSD ( v) for some v e V and in this case define
(TS (l))(e) = (Q<gf (v),'¥>opredv (l))(coutv (e ))

where for each e ' e gf (v )in,
(PREDv (l))(e ') = (HS (l))(cinv-l(e '))

and predv is defined by stacking the values of5 P RED v.
(2b) (HS (l))(e) = (TS opop (I, d (e )))(e ), for any e e E.
This state-transition approach defines O.p (I) by recursion on I/ I . However, if there
exists e e E with d (e) = 0 then the definitions of HS (I) and TS (I) are mutually recursive,
and so we must prove that this recursion is well-founded. The semantics of data
elements rippling through cells within a clock cycle is, by definition, not synchronous.
Indeed, as there is no storage on a ripple-carry, its semantics are essentially applicative
rather than state-transitional. However, rather than give a semantics which is part
applicative and part state-transitional, state-transitions are defined along ripple-carries.
Another reason for rejecting applicative semantics is that state-transition semantics have
a closer relationship with the structure of the communication graph. In order to describe
state transitions along ripple-carries the Rank of a channel is defined.
4

GivenP = <G ,<0,<l>>> we now write/Np for IN < G ,8> · Similarly we write STATESp and OUTp .
5

"Defined by stacking the values of' is defined in the appendix.
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DEFINITION 3.8. For any deterministic computation graph G = < D, gf ,en ,st ,d >
with D = < V ,E ,ti ,hd> define RankG: Vu{vin,voud ➔ N by
RankG(v)=max{O}u{IP I :PePathsD & hd*(P)=v & d * (P)=O}.
Also define ErankG: E ➔ N by ErankG (e) = RankGotl (e ).
The absence of cycles with zero delay means that Rank is a total function, and so
any mutual recursion in the definition of Q(/) can be resolved by defining HS (I)(e ) and
TS (I )(e) by recursion on Erank (e) (the details are given in the appendix).
The phrase (TS (0) )(e) = 0 o st (e) introduces non-determinism into Definition
3.7. This reflects the fact that at the start of a computation one has no control over what
values are stored in the registers. It follows that the function O.p (I) is non-deterministic
during its initialisation period, and for this reason the function set, F , of a processor
interpretation will in general contain non-deterministic functions. This non-determinism
could be eliminated by introducing another parameter (an initial state) into the
functionality of n., but as a functional description of P, O.p should not require
information on the internal states of P .
DEFINITION 3.9. Let P = < G ,'¥> be a processor with communication graph D. The
initialisation period of P with input I e IN/ is the least n e N such that 1 ~ n ~ II I and
(Qpopop (I, 1I l-n ))(e)
is uniquely determined for every e e Dout (if such an n exists).

We can now define computational equivalence of processors. In order to simplify
the work in § 5, computational equivalence is given the strongest, and simplest, of
definitions - that of identical computational behaviour. In practice this may not be the
most useful of definitions, and in§ 6 we give a weaker definition which allows equivalent
processors to have different initialisation periods and latencies. A weaker oefinition
should also allow isomorphism (rather than identity) of the underlying communication
graphs.
DEFINITION 3.10. The processors P = < G ,'¥> and Q = < H ,'¥ '> are said to be
computationally equivalent if the following conditions hold. Let D , D , , st and st , be
the communication graphs and sort functions of G and H respectively. Let 'I' = < 0 , <l>>
and 'I''= <0 ' ,<I>'>. (i) Din = D 'in; (ii) for every eeDin , 0 ost(e) = E> ' ost ' (e );
(iii) INp = INQ ; and (iv) for every I e IN/, O.p (I) = QQ (I) .
Condition (iv) of this definition states the equality of the non-deterministic functions
O.p (I) and QQ (I) . This is the standard equality relation, defined by set equality of the

graphs of the functions.
DEFINITION 3.11. Given sets A,B, a non-deterministic total function f : A ➔ B
subset of A x B such that for every a eA , f n ({a} x B) ~ 0 . To ensure
composition of functions is well-defined, for g: A ➔ B (deterministic or
deterministic) and A , cA, define f (A ') = { b I < a ,b > e f for some a e A , }.

is a
that
nonFor
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consistency of notation with deterministic functions, define g (a) = g ({a}) for a e A. If
g is deterministic then g (a) is a singleton set, and we continue (somewhat ambiguously)
to write g (a) e B rather than g (a) <;;;,B. Having defined functions as sets, all the
standard set-theoretic relations are available, eg., f =g, f (a)<;;;, g (a).

§ 4. Computations on Strings and Streams

In this short section we discuss briefly how n.p can be used as a basis for the
definition of more general forms of computational behaviour on computation graphs.
The function n.p defines the result of a computation to be the output during the last clock
cycle. In the majority of actual cases the complete history of outputs is of interest, and so
as a computation progresses through time, it is natural to describe the computational
behaviour of a synchronous processor as a monotone function on strings.
DEFINITION 4.1. For any processor P define a function n.pring: IN/ ➔ OUT/ by
stacking the values ot6 Qp .
Furthermore, in many applications (such as signal processing) the input to a
computation is a stream (a sequence indexed by N) rather than a string. We can describe
such infinite computations on a processor by using computations on strings as a basis to
define a continuous function on streams.
DEFINITION 4.2. For any set S,
(i) define S = { < sn I n e N > I sn ES for all n e N };
(ii) let c: be the standard complete partial ordering on S uS * defined by c: T if and
only ifs is an initial segment of T. Let u denote the least upper bound on this
ordering (when it exists).
00

s

00

DEFINITION 4.3. For any processor P define a function n.pream: INp ➔ OUTp by
Qf,tream(J) = U {Qf,tring(l) I I C: J & IE IN/}.
(The existence of the least upper bound for every J e INp is a consequence of the
monotonicity of n.pring and the completeness of the partial order.)
00

00

6

"Defined by stacking the values of' is defined in the appendix.

00
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§ 5. Algorithm Refinement
A step in a hierarchical design of an algorithm is described as a homomorphic
refinement of the data structure. The two stages in such a refinement are the refinement
of the data elements and the refinement of the functions on that data.
The refinement of a function in the data structure implies its replacement by an
algorithm which computes that function. In this model such a refinement is the
substitution of a primitive computation graph by another computation graph which may
have a different signature. Using Definition 3.10 we can now make precise the statement
that the computation graph of Figure 5(b) is computationally equivalent (under the
interpretation of Example 3.4) to an inner product primitive computation graph. So we
have verified the substitution of Figure 5(b) for the inner product primitive computation
graph in any processor.
DEFINITION 5. 1. Let r = < S, L> and r' = < S , , !: , > be graph signatures with
processor interpretations'¥ and'¥'. Ifn:!: ➔ G(r') is such that for every cre !:, <CT,'¥>
is computationally equivalent to < Tl (cr),'¥ '>, then Tl is said to be a function-refinement
from <r,'¥> into <r','¥'> and FunRef 11 : G(r) ➔ G(r') is defined by recursion on
depth (G) as follows. If G E !: then FunRef 11 (G) = n(G ). Otherwise G is of the form
<D,gf ,cn,st,d>
and
FunRef 11 (G) = <D,gf ',cn,st,d>
where
gf ' (v) = FunRef 110 gf (v ).
LEMMA 5.2. If Tl is a function-refinement from < r,'¥> into < r, ,'¥ '> then for any
G E G(r), the processor< FunRef 11 (G ),'¥ '>is computationally equivalent to< G ,'¥>
Proof (by induction on depth (G )). If depth (G )=0 then there is nothing to prove.
Otherwise G = < D , gf, en , st, d > and FunRef 11 ( G) = < D , gf , , en , st, d > where for all
v EV (the cell set), gf , (v) = FunRef 11 (gf (v )). In the induction step the inductive
hypothesis gives us that that < gf (v ),'¥> and < gf , (v ),'¥ '> are computationally
equivalent, and so the definitions of Q< G,'¥> and Q<FunRef .,i(G),'¥'> are identical.
The first stage in the refinement of the data elements is the refinement of the
signature. Each data element is to be expressed at a lower level of abstraction by a string
(or word) of data elements and this string can be transmitted either in parallel or in series.
Let the length of the string be n . If the data is to be transmitted in parallel then the
essential refinement of the graph is the replacement of each channel by n identical
channels. In a serial refinement the delay on each channel is increased by a factor of n .
Figure 7 shows a simple parallel refinement of the plus cell of Figure 5(a) to a
primitive computation graph for a parallel adder on four-bit words. § 7 contains
examples of the refinements defined in this section.
DEFINITION 5.3. Given a graph signature r = < S, L>, a sort set S , , and a function
A.: S ➔ (S 't, define the parallel A-refinement of r to be the S , -sorted signature
< S , , { ParRef "A.(cr) I cr E !: } > defined as follows.
Let cr = < D ,st> E I: and
D = < V ,E ,tl ,hd>. Then ParRef "A.(cr) = <<V ,E, ,tl, ,hd '>,st'>, where
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(a)

r = < {num},{PLUS}>

(b)

PLUS

r' = < {bool},{ADDER}>
ADDER

Figure 7. A Simple Parallel Refinement

E' = { ek I e e E & 1 5. k 5: !}..(st (e )) I },
and for all ekeE ', ti '(ek) = tl(e), hd '(ek) = hd(e), and st '(ek) = projko Ao st(e).

If Figure 7(a) is interpreted as addition on numbers, and Figure 7(b) is interpreted
as a functional description of a parallel adder on booleans, then we need to be able to
express the fact that Figures 7(a) and 7(b) are in some way computationally equivalent.
The mathematical tool for the expression of semantic equivalence is the morphism. The
following definition allows the definition of a homomorphism over a signature refinement
to be stated more concisely.
DEFINITION 5.4. Let A be a set of sets.
(i) ®A = {B 1 I B e A } u
{ A 1 xA2x · · · xAn
I neN & n ~2 & A 1,A2, ... ,An EA }.
(ii) Given a set S and 0: S ➔ A define 0: s+ ➔ 0 A by (a) 0( < s >) = (0(s )) 1; and
(b) forn~2, 8(<S1,S2, . . . ,Sn>)= 8(s1)x8(s2)X ... xe(sn).
DEFINITION 5.5. Let <r,<0,<l>>> and <r',<0',<l>'>> be interpreted signatures
such that r' is the parallel A-refinement of r = < S, L> for a given function A. Let the
sets of carrier sets of the interpretations be A and A '. A parallel A-homomorphism is a
family < hs I s e S > of functions hs: 0(s) ➔ '(A(s )) which satisfies the following
conditions for every cre I.. Let D be the communication graph of G and st the sort
function. Let e e D ou1, s = st (e) and 1 5. k ~ I A(s) 1- Then for every I e IN/,
((<I> 'o ParRef 11.C cr))(parh (J)))(ek) = projko h5 0 ((<l>( cr))(/))(e ),
where P = < O",< e,<l>>>, Q = <ParRef 11.(cr),< 0' ,<l>'>>, and parh: IN; ➔ INQ is
defined as follows. FirstdefinePARh:/Np ➔ INQ byforJ E /Np,f E Din,t =st(!),
1 5. m 5: I A(t) I,

e
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Then parh is defined by pointwise application of7 PARh.
If such a homomorphism exists then < r', < E>', <l> '>> is said to be a parallel data
refinement of< r, < e, <l>>>.

We can now express the equivalence of Figures 7(a) and 7(b), but we need to know
that this semantic equivalence is retained when arbitrary computation graphs are built
from these two signatures. The domain of the function ParRef A can easily be extended
to all computation graphs over S -sorted signatures.
DEFINITION 5.6. If r' is the parallel A-refinement of the signature r, define the
function ParRef A: G(r) ➔ G(r') by recursion on depth (G) as follows. If
depth(G)=O then ParRefA(G) was defined in Definition 5.3. Otherwise let
G = <D,gf ,cn,st ,d> and define ParRefA(G) = <D ', gf ',CN,st',d'> as follows.
Define D ' and st ' as in Definition 5.3. d '(ek) = d (e) for all ek e E '. For all v e V,
gf '(v) = ParRef Ao gf (v ). Also, for all v EV, define CINv: HEADSv ,(v) ➔ gf '(v )in
by
CINv(ek) = (cinv(e))k>
and
COUTv:TAILSv -(v) ➔ gf '(v)out
by
COUTv(ek) = (coutv(e))k .
ParRef A(G) is called the parallel A-refinement of G.
DEFINITION 5. 7. Let P = < G, '¥> and P ' = < G ', '¥ '> be processors with signatures
r and r' such that G ' is a parallel refinement of G and the interpreted signature
< r' , 'I''> is a parallel data refinement of < r, 'I'>. Then P ' is said to be a parallel
processor refinement of P.

LEMMA 5.8. If Q = <H ,'¥'> is a parallel processor refinement of P = < G ,'¥> then Q
is computationally a homomorphic refinement of P in the sense of Definition 5.5. That
is, let D be the communication graph of G and st the sort function. Let < h5 I s e S > be
the parallel A-homomorphism defining the data refinement, and let e E D out, s = st (e)
and 1 ::; k ::; I A(s) I. Then for every I e IN/,
projkoh5 o(O.p(/))(e)
parh was defined in Definition 5.5.

~

(QQoparh(l))(ek) .

Proof (by induction on the definition of O.p ). Let < S ,l:> be the signature of G. (1) If
Gel: then O.p = <l>(G) and QQ = <l> 'oParRef A(G ), and so the result follows from
Definition 5.5. (2) The inductive step on depth (G ). Let G = < D ,gf ,en ,st ,d >,
H = < D ',gf ',CN ,st ',wt> and D = < V ,E ,ti ,hd >. The proof has the same structure as
Lemma 8.4. Given I e IN;, e e E, s =st (e) and 1 ::; k ::; I A(s) I, we prove by induction
on 111 that
(A)
proAoh5 o (TSp (l))(e) C (TSQoparh (l))(ek);
and
(B)
projkoh5 o(HSp(/))(e) ~ (HSQoparh(l))(ek),
or I= 0 .
The basis case is/ = 0 . By Definition 3.7,
projkoh5 o (TSp (0))(e) = projkoh5 o0ost(e)
7

"Defined by pointwise application of' is defined in the appendix.
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c E>'oprojkoA.ost(e)
by defn of h5
= E>'ost(ek)
= (TSQ (0))(ek)
= (TSQoparh (0))(ek ).
The inductive step on I/ I is proved in (I) and (II). Assume I :;t 0.
(I) If d (e) :;t O then,
projko hso (HSp (l))(e) = projkohso (TSpopop (l ,d (e )))(e)
= (TSQoparhopop(I,d(e)))(ek)
by induction
= (TSQopop(parh(l),d(e)))(ek)
by pointwise defn of parh
= (HSQoparh(l))(ek)
as d(e) = wt(ek)
(II) Otherwise the proof is by induction on Erankc (e ).
(Ila) Let ErankH (e) = 0.
(i) IfeeDinthen
proAohso(TSp (l))(e) = projkohso(top (l))(e)
= (PARhotop (l))(ek)
= (topoparh (l))(ek)
by pointwise defn of parh
= (TSQoparh(l))(ek)
(ii) Otherwise let veV be such that eeTAILSD(v) and (assuming that
HEADS(v):;t0) let/ e (gf(v))in· As ErankH(e)=O, wt(cinv- 1(/)):;tO
and so by (I),
(PAR1zoPREDf (l))(f k) = projko hso(PREDt(l))(f)
by defn of PARh
= projko hso (HSp (l))(cinv-lif ))
by defn of PRED
c (HSQo parh (I ))((cinv- 1(! ))k)
(t)
= (HSQoparh(l))(CINv-lifk))
= (PREDfoparh(l))(jk)
by defn of PRED
Therefore, by induction on I/ I ,
par1zopredf (I) ~ predfoparh (I)
and so,
projko hso (TSp (l))(e) = projko hso (QW, (v),'f'>o predf (l))(coutv (e ))
C (Q<gf ' (v),'fl'>opar1zopredv (I))((coutv (e ))k)
by induction
~ (Q<gf ' (v),'fl'>opredf]oparh (I))(COUTv (ek ))
= (TSQoparh(I))(ek)
Given d(e) = 0,
projkohso(HSp(I))(e) = projkohso(TSp(I))(e)
as d(e)=O
~ (TSQo parh (I))(ek)
by (i) or (ii)
= (HSQoparh (l))(ek)
as wt(e)=O
(Ilb) The induction step on ErankH(e) is similar to the basis. (A) is proved as in (ii)
above; if do cinv- 1(/) = 0 then Eranko cinv- 1(!) < Erank (e) and so (t) follows
by induction. (B) is proved as above.

In a serial refinement a data element is refined to a string of data elements and the
elements of the string are transmitted along the same channel over a number of clock
cycles. So in this case the signature is not changed, only the interpretation and the
delays.
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One advantage of serial refinements as compared to parallel refinements is that
individual elements of a given data set may be refined to strings of different lengths. For
example, whereas the given parallel adder can only add four-bit words , a serial adder can
add any two words of the same length. However, the exploitation of this extra power
requires a greater sophistication than we present here. In the case of a serial adder the
two words being added must be of the same length and so the representation of a given
number depends upon the number it is being added to; for example, the addition of eight
and three is represented by< 1,0,0,0>EB<0,0,l ,b and the addition of one and three by
< 0, l>EB< 1, 1>. We shall assume that in a serial refinement of a data set all elements are
represented by strings of the same length. Also, to keep timing considerations simple we
shall assume that the lengths of refinement vectors of elements from different data sets
are the same.
DEFINITION 5.9. Let <8,<I>> and <8',<I>'> be processor interpretations for the
signature r = < S, L>, and let the sets of carrier sets be A and A ' . Given n e N , n ;t:O, a
serial homomorphism of length n is a family < h5 I s e S > of functions
h5 : 8(s) ➔ 8 '(s") which satisfy the following conditions for every cre I. (where s" is a
string of s ' s of length n ). Let D be the communication graph of G and st the sort
function. Lete e D 0 u1,s =st(e)andl 5,k 5,n.
Then for every I e IN/,
((<I>'( a))(pop (serh (I), n-k )))(e) = projko h5 o ((<I>( cr))(/))(e ),
where P = <<J,<8,<I>>>, Q = <<J,<8',<I>'>>, and serh:IN/ ➔ INQ is defined as
follows. First define SERh:INp ➔ INQ. For] e !Np,f e Din • t = st(f), SERh(J) is
a string of length n such that for 1 5, m 5, n ,
(proJmoSERh (]))(!) = proJmohto] (f ).
Then serh is defined by concatenating the values ot8 SERh .
If such a homomorphism exists then < r, < e ',<I>'>> is said to be a serial data refinement
of< r, < e, <I>>> of length n.
DEFINITION 5.10. For any computation graph G and n e N, n ;t:O, define the
computation graph SerRef n (G) by recursion on depth (G) as follows. If depth (G) =0
then SerRef" (G) = G; otherwise G = <<V ,E ,ti ,hd >,gf ,en ,st ,d > and in this case set
SerRefn(G) = <<V,E,tl,hd>,gf ',cn,st,wt> where wt : E ➔ N is defined by
wt(e) = n x d(e), andforveV,gf '(v) = SerRefno gf(v).
SerRef n (G ) is called the serial refinement of G of length n.
DEFINITION 5.11. Let P = < G, '¥> and P ' = < G ', '¥ '> be processors with signature
r such that G ' is the serial refinement of G of length n and < r ,'I''> is a serial data
refinement of< r ,'¥> of length n. Then P ' is said to be a serial refinement of P.

8

"Defined by concatenating the values of' is defined in the appendix.
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LEMMA 5.12. If the processor Q = <H, '¥'> is a serial refinement of length n of the
processor P = < G, 'P> then Q is computationally a homomorphic refinement of P in
the sense of Definition 5.9. That is, let D be the communication graph of G and st the
sort function. Let e e D out, s = st (e) and 1 ~ k ~ n. Then for every I e IN/ ,
projkohso(O.p(/))(e)

~

(O.Qopop(serh(l),n-k))(e).

serh was defined in Definition 5.9.

Proof (by induction on the definition of O.p ). Let < S ,I.> be the signature of G. ( 1) If
Ge I. then O.p = <I>(G) and QQ = <I> '(G ), and so the result follows from Definition 5.9.
(2) The
inductive
step
on
depth (G ).
Let
G = <D ,gf ,en ,st ,d >
and
H =<D,gf ' ,cn,st,wt>andD =<V,E,tl,hd>. Given/ e /Np,e e E ands =st(e )
we prove by induction on I/ I that for 1 ~ k ~ n ,
(A)
projko hso (TSp (/))(e) C (TSQopop (serh (/), n-k ))(e );
and
(B)
proAohso(HSp(/))(e) c (HSQopop(serh(l),n-k))(e),
or 1=0.
The basis case is / = 0.
projkohso(TSp(0))(e) = projkohsoE>ost(e)
!:; E> ' o st (e )
by defn of hs

= (TSQ (0))(e)
= (TSQopop (serh (0),n-k )(e ).

The inductive step on I/ I is proved in (I) and (II). Assume I "# 0 .
(I) If d (e) "# 0 then,
projko hso (HSp (I))(e) = projko hso (TSpopop (I , d (e )))(e)
c (TSQopop (serhopop (I, d (e )), n-k ))(e)
= (TSQopop(pop(serh(I),n xd(e)),n-k))(e)
= (TSQopop (pop (serh (/), n-k), wt(e )))(e)
= (HSQopop(seth(l),n-k))(e)
(Ila) Let ErankH (e) = 0.
(i) If eeDin then
projkohso(TSp(/))(e) = projkohso(top(I))(e)
= (projkoSERho top (l))(e)
= (topopop (SER ho top(/), n-k ))(e)
= (topopop(serh(l),n-k))(e)
= (TSQopop(serh(I),n-k))(e)
(ii) Otherwise let v e V be such that e e TA/LSD (v) and let f
(projkoSERf (v)oPRED:(l))(f)
= projkohto(PRED!(l))(f)
= projko hto (HSp (I))(cinv-lif ))
~ (HSQopop (serh (I), n-k))(cinv- lif ))
= (PRED[2opop (serh (/), n-k))(f)

by induction
by defn of serh

by defn of SERh
by defn of pro)k
as ISERh(top(l)) I = n
E

(gf (v ))in .

Therefore,
topopop (SERf (v)oPRED!(l), n-k) = projkoSERf (v)oPRED!(l)
~ PRED[2opop(serh(I),n-k)

So by induction on I / I ,

pop (serf (v )o pred! (I), n -k) ~ pred[2o pop (serh (I), n -k)

It follows that,

by (I)
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projko h1 o (TSp (l))(e)
= projko h1o (Q<g/(v),\Jl>opredt(l))(cniu\e ))
~ (Q<g/ '(v),\Jl '>opop (ser'/,opred!(l),n-k )(cniut(e) by induction
1
C (Q<g/ ' (v),\Jl'>opredfopop (serh (I), n-k ))(cniu (e ))
= (TSQopop (serh (I), n-k ))(e)

The rest of the proof follows as before.

§ 6. Retiming

A serial refinement increases the delay in a computation graph. However, if the
communication graph is acyclic then it is possible to remove some or all of this increase
in the delay by retiming. A retiming of a synchronous processor is a change in the delay
function which does not alter the computational behaviour of the processor. Figure 8
shows a very simple retiming; for more interesting examples the reader is referred to the
literature (eg., [LS81, LRS83, KLa84, SYKu84]). Retiming was introduced by Leiserson
and Saxe in [LS81] as a tool for pipelining ripple-carry circuits; or more particularly, for
producing systolic designs from semi-systolic designs. The automation of the Retiming
Lemma is an important step in the development of a systolic design methodology, as the
designer is able to make liberal use of broadcasts and ripple-carries, and so is relieved of
much of the burdensome detail of checking that the right data is in the right place at the
right time.
A retiming of a processor may drastically change its behaviour under initialisation.
We have noted that as the initial values held in the registers defined by the delay function
are not defined, the function O.p is non-deterministic. If O.p is sensitive to these initial

(a)

Figure 8. A Simple Retiming
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values then some branches of the computation may vanish completely under a retirning.
Consider an interpretation of the graphs of Figure 8 for which the cell v outputs the
value input on channel a if there was ever a 1 input on channel e; otherwise v outputs
the value input on channel b . Then whereas Figure 8(a) will always output the stream of
values input on channel b, Figure 8(b) could output the stream of values input on
channel a (depending on the value originally held in the register on channel e ).
Nevertheless, it is not unreasonable to suggest that these two processors are in some
sense computationally equivalent, and in this section a relation O.p ::: QQ which is
weaker than equality is considered. This relation can express the computational
equivalence of Figures 8(a) and 8(b). However transitivity is lost, and so ::: is not an
equivalence relation. The relations ::: and = agree on deterministic functions.
DEFINITION 6.1. Define a relation ::: on non-deterministic total functions (see
Definition 3.11) as follows. Given sets A,B, and non-deterministic total functions
f ,g : A ➔ B , define f == g if and only if for every a EA , f 11 g 11 ( { a } x B ) -:;; 0.
The latency of a processor is the number of clock cycles required for inputs to
propagate through to v out. A retirning of a processor may change the latency, and this
behaviour is reflected in finite shifts of the output.
DEFINITION 6.2. Let G = <D, gf ,en ,st ,d > be a deterministic computation graph of
non-zero depth. A retiming of G is a deterministic computation graph
H = < D , gf ,en ,st ,wt> of non-zero depth satisfying the condition that there exist
m ,n E N such that for any processor interpretation '¥ of the signature of G , and any
/ E IN1c '¥> for which I/ I > max{m,n},

.

Q.<G,'¥>opop(l,m) ::: Q.<H,'¥>opop(l,n).

LEMMA 6.3. (Retirning Lemma, Leiserson and Saxe) Let G = < D, gf ,en ,st ,d > be a
deterministic computation graph of non-zero depth with D = < V ,E ,ti ,hd >. Given a
function
define wt: E

➔Z

by
wt(e) = d(e)

+ lagohd(e)

- lagotl(e).

If for all e EE, wt (e) ~ 0 then H = < D, gf ,en ,st ,wt> is a retiming of G. Such a
retiming is called a lag-defined retirning of G.

Proof (by induction on II I ). Given a processor interpretation '¥ of the signature of G ,
let P = < G ,'¥> and Q = < H ,'¥>. Let k = min {lag (v) I v E V }, and define a:E ➔ N
by a(e) = ma.x {lag (vin)-k, lagohd (e )-k }. Given e EE and IE INQ, we prove that
(A) (TSQopop (I, lag (vin )-k ))(e) ::: (TSpopop (I, Iago ti (e )-k ))(e );
and
(B) either I/ I ~ a(e) or
(HSQopop (I, lag (vin )-k ))(e) ::: (HSpopop (I, lag o hd (e )-k ))(e ).
The lemma follows from (B), the retirning constants being lag (vin )-k and lag (vout )-k.
The basis is the case II I ~ a(e) which is clear from the definition of TS (0)(e) and==.
For the inductive step assume that I/ I ~ a(e ).
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If wt (e) -:t: 0 then
(HSQopop (I, lag (vin )-k ))(e)
= (TSQopop(pop(l,lag(vin)-k), wt(e)))(e)
= (TSQopop (pop (I, wt(e )), lag (vin)-k ))(e)
::: (TSpopop(pop(l,wt(e)), lagotl(e)-k))(e)
by induction
= (TS po pop (I, wt (e ) + lag o ti (e ) - k) )( e )
= (TSpopop (I, d(e )+lagohd (e )-k ))(e)
= (HSpopop (I, lagohd(e )-k))(e ).
(II) Otherwise the proof is by induction on ErankH (e ).
(Ila) If ErankH (e) = 0 then either
(i) e eDin and so (A) follows from ti (e) = vin; or otherwise
(ii) let veV be such that eeTAILSD(v) and (assuming thatHEADS(v) -:t: 0) let
1
/ E gf (v )in. As ErankH (e) = 0, wt (einv- (! )) "# 0 and so by (I),
(PREDfo pop (I, lag (vin )-k ))(/)
= (HSQopop (I, lag (vin )-k ))(cinv-l(f ))
::: (HS pop°/ (I, Iago hdo einv- 1(!) -k ))(einv- 1(! ))
(t)
= (PREDvopop (I, lag (v )-k ))(/ ).
By induction on I / I,
predfopop (I, lag (vin)-k) = pred!opop (I, lag (v )-k).
Therefore,
(TSQopop (I, lag (vin)-k ))(e)
·
= (Q.< gf (v),'f.J>o pred~o pop (I, lag (vin )-k ))(eoutv (e ))
::: (Q.<gf (v),'f.J>o predv o pop (I, lag (v )-k )))(eoutv (e ))
= (TSpopop (I, Iago ti (e )-k ))(e ).
Given wt (e) = 0, (B) is now proved as in (I) except that where induction on I/ I
was used, either (i) or (ii) is now used.
(Ilb) The induction step on ErankH(e) is very similar to the basis. The induction
hypothesis is used at (t).

(I)

Brookes [Br84] has noted that the lemma can be generalised by allowing negative
delays and so omitting the hypothesis that wt (e) ~ 0 for all e e E. Given that the
underlying communication graph is directed, the only reasonable semantics for
d (e) =- n for n EN is that data appears on hd (e) n clock cycles before it appears on
ti (e ). Such behaviour is unrealistic and so is not permitted here. Also, Brookes allows
cycles in which every channel has zero delay. However, although retiming can eliminate
ripple-carries, it cannot (for the following reason) be used to introduce delay into such
cycles.
PROPOSITION 6.4. Let H = <D, gf ,en ,st ,wt> be a lag-defined ret1mmg of
G = < D, gf ,en ,st ,d > defined by the function lag. Then for every Pe PathsD,
wt* (P)

Proof.
wt* (P)

=

IPI

r wtoproJi (P)

i=l

= d* (P) + lagohd* (P)

- fagot!* (P ).
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IPI

= L [doproji(P) + lagohdoproh(P) -

lagotloproji(P)]

i=l

=

IPI

L doproji(P) + lagohdoproj IP 1(P) -

lagotloproh(P)

i=l

= d*(P) + lagohd*(P) - lagotl*(P).

In [LRS83] Leiserson, Rose and Saxe have developed the Retiming Lemma as an
important tool within a systolic design methodology. Its most important use has been in
the elimination of ripple-carries, as expressed in the following lemma.
LEMMA 6.5. Let G = <D , gf ,cn,st ,d> be a deterministic computation graph of nonzero depth. A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a lag-defined
retiming of G in which every channel has non-zero delay is that every cycle C in D
satisfies d* (C) ~ I C I.
Proof. Let D = {V ,E ,ti ,hd }. First assume that such a lag-defined retiming exists, and let
lag : Vu{ v in ,vow } ➔ Z define such a re timing G = < D , gf ,cn ,st, wt > of G . Let C be
a cycle in D. Then as wt~ 1 for every e e E, wt* (C) ~ I C I and so by the previous
proposition, d* (C) = wt* (C) ~ IC I.
To prove the converse assume the condition on cycles holds, and define
lag :Vu{vin•Vow} ➔ Z by
0
if HEADS(v)=0
lag (v) = { max{ IP I -d* (P) : Pe Paths0 & hd* (P) = v}
otherwise.
Assuming that lag is total (to be proved below), define wt: E ➔ Z by
wt(e) = d(e) + lagohd(e) - lagotl(e). We show that for all eeE, wt(e):2'. 1 and so
by the Retiming Lemma <D , gf ,cn,st,wt> is a retiming of G. If HEADSotl(e)=0
then wt(e) = d(e)+lagohd(e) ~ d(e)+(l-d(e)) = 1. Otherwise let P be a path
such that lagotl(e) =IP 1-d*(P) and hd*(P) = tl(e) . Then the path push(e , P )
witnesses
that
lagohd(e) ~ (IP I +1)- (d*(P)+d(e)) = lagotl(e)+l-d(e ).
Therefore wt (e) 2:: 1. It remains to show that lag is a total function. We prove that for
every v e Vu{v 0 w} satisfying HEADS(v)'i:-0 there is a simple path P such that
lag (v) = I P I -d* (P) and hd* (P) = v. Then as there are only finitely many simple
paths in Paths0 , it follows that the maximum exists. Given v as stated let
P =<en, ... ,e 1> be a path satisfying lag(v) =IP 1-d*(P) and hd*(P) = v, such
that no shorter path satisfies these two conditions. Suppose, if possible, that P is not
simple. Then for some i ,j, 1 ~ i < j < n one of three cases holds, and define a path R and
a cycle C as follows. (i) hd(ei) = hd(e1 ); let R =<en, ... ,e1+i,ei , . . . , e 1> and
C = <e1 , ... ,ei+l>·
(ii) hd(ei) = hd(en);
let
R = <ei, . .. , e 1>
and
C=<en,···,ei+l>.
(iii)tl(e 1)=tl(e1);
let
R=<en, ···, ej>
and
C = <e1_1, .•• , e 1>.
Then
IP 1-d*(P) =
(IR I+ I C I)-(d*(R)+d*(C)) = ( IR I-d*(R)) + (IC I -d*(C)). Soas C is a cycle
IR 1-d*(R) ~ IP 1-d*(P) = lag(v) and hd*(R) = v .
But by construction
IR I < I P I , contradicting the definition of P .
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If a computation graph G does contain a cycle C for which d* (C) < IC I then it is
still possible to eliminate ripple-carries by first interleaving the algorithm. A suitable
factor k e N is chosen so that multiplying the delay of each channel in G by k satisfies
the condition on cycles. This method is less satisfactory as the latency of the
computation is increased k-fold, and because of the interleaving of the algorithm the
resulting computation graph is no longer a simple retiming. However, the interleaving
ensures that the total number of clock cycles required to complete k computations
remains the same, and so if the absence of ripple carries allows a shorter clock cycle then
the computation time will decrease when averaged over k clock cycles.
DEFINITION 6.6.
(i) Given a deterministic computation graph G = < D , gf ,en ,st ,d > of non-zero depth
and keN, k:t-0, the kjold interleave of G is the deterministic computation graph
<D ,gf ,cn,st ,wt> where wt(e) = kxd(e) for all e in the channel set of D.
(ii) Given a set X and keN, k,t;Q, define filterk :X* ➔ X* as follows. filterk (0)=0. If
.xex+ and Ix I =mk+n for m,neN, l~~k then lfilterk(x)I =m+l and for
j EN, 1 ~j ~m+l, projjofilterk(x) = proj U-l)k+n (x).

LEMMA 6.7. Given a deterministic computation graph G = <D ,gf ,cn,st,d> of nonzero depth and keN, k,t;Q, let H = <D ,gf ,cn,st ,wt> be the k-fold interleave of G.
Given a processor interpretation 'P of the signature of G, let P = < G ,'¥> and
Q = <H ,'¥>. Then for any I e !NJ,
QQ (I) = O.p o filterk (I).

Proof. The structure of the proof is the same as that of the Retiming Lemma. Given
INQ and e e E, we prove that
(A)
(TSQ(l))(e) = (TSpofilterk(l))(e);
and
(B)
(HSQ (l))(e) = (HS po filterk (l))(e ).
or 1=0.
The basis case I =0 follows from the fact that filterk (0) = 0.
(I) If wt (e ) ,ta O then
(HSQ(l))(e) = (TSQopop(l,wt(e)))(e)
= (TSpofilterkopop (I, wt(e )))(e)
by induction
= (TSpopop(filterk(l),d(e)))(e)
as wt(e) = k x d(e)
= (HSpofilterk(l))(e).
(Ila) If ErankH (e) = 0 then either
(i) e ED in and so (A) follows from the fact that top (I) = top o filterk (I); or
otherwise
(ii) let v e V be such that e e T A!LSv (v) and (assuming that HEADS (v) ,ta 0) let
f E gf(v)in ·
(PRED[2(l))(f) = (HSQ ([))(cinv- 1(! ))
= (HS po filterk ([))(cinv- 1(! ))
by (I)
/ E

=

(PRED!ofilterk ([))(f ).
So, pred[2(I) = (pred!o filterk (!) ), and therefore,
(TSQ ([))(e) = (Q<gf (v),'f>opredi(l))(coutv (e ))
= (Q< gf (v),'f>o predv o filterk (l))(coutv (e ))
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=

(TSpoftlterk(/))(e).

The rest of the proof follows as before.
PROPOSITION 6.8. For every deterministic computation graph, G, of non-zero depth
there exists k e N, k #0, such that if wt is the delay function of the k-fold interleave of G
then for every cycle C in the communication graph, wt (C) ~ IC I .
Proof. Choose the least k such that for each of the finitely many simple cycles, C,
k x d* (C) ~ IC I (where d is the delay function of G ).
An application of the Retiming Lemma requires the assignment of a lag value to
every cell in the communication graph, and so in complicated designs constructing the
appropriate lag function can be laborious. A simpler method of retiming a computation
graph is to use the Cut Theorem (Kung & Lam [KLa84]). An informal statement of the
Cut Theorem is that given any minimal cutset for a computation graph and any integer k,
if we add k registers to every channel in the cutset with a given direction and subtract k
from every other channel in the cutset, then the result is a retiming of the graph
(providing all delays are still positive).
DEFINITION 6. 9. Let D = < V, E, ti, hd > be a communication graph.
(i) The undirected graph underlying Dis the digraph <VU{vin,vout},Eu,tlu,hdu>
where Eu= E u{e' I eeE}, tiu(e) = tl(e), tlu(e ') = hd(e), hdu(e) = hd(e) and
hdu(e ') = tl(e).
(ii) D is connected if for every u,veVu{vin,vout}, u::t:v there is a path P in the
underlying undirected graph such that ti: (P) =u and hd: (P ) =v . Otherwise D is
disconnected.

(iii) Assume D is connected. C ~ E is a cutset for D if < V, E ' C, tic, hdc > is
disconnected where tic and hdc are ti and hd restricted to domain E ' C . A cutset
C for D is minimal if no strict subset of C is a cutset for D .
PROPOSITION 6.10. Let C be a minimal cutset for the connected communication
graph D = < V, E, ti, hd > and let D c be the resulting disconnected graph; that is,
D c = < V, E ' C , tic, hdc > where tic and hdc are ti and hd restricted to domain
E ' C . Let Vin be the cell set of the connected component of D c containing vin; that is,
Vin = {vin} u { v EV I there is a path from vin to v in the
undirected graph underlying D c }
Given eeE,
(i) If e e C then ti (e) E Vin if and only if hd (e) E Vin;
(ii) If e EC then ti (e) e Vin if and only if hd (e) E Vin.
Proof. (i) Assume ti (e) E Vin and ti (e) ::t: vin. Let P be a path from vin to ti (e) in the
undirected graph underlying D c. Then as e e C the path push (e ,P) witnesses that
hd (e) e Vin. The proof of the converse is symmetric. (ii) Assume ti (e) e Vin and
hd (e) ::t: vin. As C is minimal there is a simple path, P, from vin to hd (e) in the
undirected graph underlying < V, E ' (C ' {e} ), tie, hde >. If P contains neither e
nor e ' then P witnesses that hd (e) e Vin; otherwise, as P is simple top (P )=e and so
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pop (P) witnesses that ti (e) e Vin contradicting the assumption. Conversely, suppose if
possible that both ti (e ), hd (e) e Vin and let P and Q be paths from vin to tl (e) and
hd (e) in the undirected graph underlying De. Let u e Vin. As C is minimal let R be a
simple path from ti (e)
to u
in the undirected graph underlying
< V, E ' (C ' { e} ), tie, hde >. If R contains neither e nor e ' then R
P contradicts
that u e Vin ; otherwise, as R is simple, pro j 1(R ) = e and if R ' is the remainder of R
then R 'A Q contradicts that u e Vin .
A

THEOREM 6.11. (Cut Theorem, Kung and Lam) Let G = < D , gf ,en ,st ,d > be a
deterministic computation graph of non-zero depth such that D = < V ,E ,ti ,hd > is
connected. Let C be a minimal cutset for D , and in the resulting disconnected graph let
Vin be the connected component containing vin. Given k e Z define wt: E ➔ Z by

+k

if eeC and tl(e)eVin

d (e ) - k

if e e C and tl (e ) e Vin

d(e)

wt (e ) =

l

ifeeC.
If for all e e E, wt (e) ~ 0 then <D, gf ,en ,st ,wt> is a retiming of G.
d(e)

Proof. Define lag : Vu{ v in , voui }

➔Z

by

O
lag (v ) = { k

if VE Vin
otherwise.

If e e C then by the previous proposition lag o hd (e ) = lag o tl (e ). The proposition also
gives (i) if eeC and lagotl(e) = 0 then lagohd(e) = k ; and (ii) if eeC and
lagotl(e)=k
then
lagohd(e)=O.
So
for
all
eeE,
wt (e) = d (e) + lag o hd (e) - lag o tl (e ) and the result follows from the Re timing
Lemma.

The Cut Theorem could be stated for disconnected graphs by considering connected
components.

§ 7. A Matrix Multiplication Algorithm
In this section we demonstrate the techniques described in the previous sections by
presenting a hierarchical design for a matrix multiplication algorithm, given in Kung
[HTKu84]. The algorithm is presented for matrices of order two.

7.1. Functional Specification
Signature: r 1 = <S 1,{MATMULTi}>, whereS 1 = {sortx,sortw,sortz} .
Computation Graph: MATMULT 1 = <D 1,st 1>.
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w

st 1(x)
st1(w)

= sortx
= sortw

X

Interpretation: '¥ 1 = <E> 1,<1> 1>. E> 1(sortx) = E> 1(sortw) = E> 1(sortz) = M 2,2 , where
is
the set of m xn
matrices
(with elements in N, say).
<1> 1(MATMULT 1)(/ )(z) = top (I )(x) © top (I )(w ), where ©denotes matrix multiplication.

Mm,n

7.2. Serial Refinement
The matrix to be input on channel x is to be transmitted in serial as two row vectors.
Signature: r 2 = r 1•
Computation graph:
MATMULT 2 = SerRef (MATMULT 1,2) = MATMULT 1
(see
Lemma 5.12).
Interpretation: '¥2 = < E>2 ,<1>2 >.
E> 2(sortx) = E> 2(sortz) = M 1,2
E>2 (sortw) = M 2,2 .
<I>2(MATMULT 2)(/ )(z) = top (I )(x) © top (I )(w ).
Serial homomorphism h .
hsort, (m) = hsort, (m) = < row 1(m ), row 2 (m )>,
th
hsort (m) = <m,m>, where rowi(m) is the i row of the matrix m, i=l,2 .

.

7.3. Parallel Refinement

The matrix to be input on channel w is to be transmitted in parallel as two column
vectors. Also, a reset line is introduced.
Signature: r 3 = < S 3 ,{MATMULT 3 }>, where S 3 = S 1u{reset} and A: S 1 ➔ St is
defined
by
A(sortx) = < sortx ,reset>,
A(sortw) = < sortw ,sortw >,
A(sortz) = < sortz ,sortz >.
Computation graph: MATMULT 3 = <D 3 ,st 3 > = ParRef ')...(MATMULT 2 ) (see Lemma
5.8).

st 3(x 1) = sortx
st3(x 2) = reset
st3(wi) = sortw, i=l,2
st3(z;) = sortz, i=l,2

Interpretation: '¥3 = < E>3 ,<1>3 >. E> 3 (sortx) = M 1,2 , E>3 (sortw) = M 2, 1, E> 3(so.rt2 ) = N ,
E>3(reset) = IB.
<I>3(MATMULT 3)(/)(zi) = top (l)(x 1) © top (l)(wi ), i =1,2.
Parallel homomorphism g.
gsort., (m) = < col 1(m ), col2(m )>,
th
gsort, (m) = <proh (m ),projz(m )>, gs0 ,,,(m) = < m, true>, where co( (m) is the i
column of the matrix m, and proji (m) is the i th element of the vector m, i =1,2.
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7.4. Graph Substitution
Pipelining of the algorithm is made possible by dividing the cell matmult. The
following processor is computationally equivalent to the previous one (with x 2 relabelled
as r 1).
Signature: r 4 = <S 3 ,{VECMULT 1,VECMULT 2}>.
Computation graph: MATMULT 4 = <D 4, gf 4 , en, st 4 , d 4 >.
gf ivi) = VECMULTi , i=l ,2,
where
VECMULT 1 = <D 41 ,st 41 >
and
VECMULT 2 = < D 42,st 42>.
cinv;(xi) = xin ,
cinv/ri) = rin,
cinv/wi) = w ,
coutvi(zi) = z, i = 1,2. coutv 1(x 2) = xouP coutv 1(r 2) =rout·
Interpretation: '1'4 = < 0 4,<1>4 >. 84 = 83 .
<l>iVECMULTi )(l)(z) = top (l)(xin) ® top (l)(w ), i =l ,2,
<I>iVECMULT 1)(/)(rout) = top (l)(rin ). <I>4CVECMULT 1)(1)(x0 ut) = top (l)(xin ).

The pipelining of the algorithm will in fact be the last refinement, as the lack of
delay will make the intervening serial refinement slightly simpler.

st4(xj} =
st 4(ri) =
st4Cwi) =
stizi) =

d4Ce)

Xin

ri,.

sort,:,
reset,
sortw,
sort2 ,

= 0,

i=l ,2
i=l ,2
i=l,2
i=l,2

all e

st41(xi,.) = st41(X0 ur) = sort,:
st 41 (rin) = st 41 (rout) = reset
st 41 (w) = sortw
st 41 (z) = sort2
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st 42(x) = sortx
st 4z(r) = reset
st 4z(w) = sortw
st 42(z) = sortz

7.5. Serial Refinement
The row and column vectors are to be transmitted in serial as pairs of numbers.
Signature: r5 = r4.
Computation graph: MATMULT 5 = SerRef (MATMULT 4 ,2) = MATMULT 4 .
Interpretation: '¥5 = < 0 5, <I>5 >. 0 5(sortx) = 0 5(sortz) = 0 5(sortw) = N, 0 5(reset) = 1B .
<I>5(VECMULTi )(l)(z) =
O

if top (I )(rin )=true

{ top(/ )(x) x top(/ )(w) + top o pop(/ )(x) x top o pop(/ )(w)
<I>5(VECMULT 1)(/ )(rout)

otherwise.

= top (/ )(rin ), <I>5(VECMULT 1)(/ )(xout) = top (/ )(xin ).

Seri~ homomo1~ism h .
_
.
.
.
.
2
hsortx · Ml,z-~N lS defined by hsortJm)- <prOJt(m),pro12(m)>. hsort.., · M2 ,i ➔ N lS
2
defined by hsort (m) = < pro j 1(m ), pro jz(m )>.
hsort : N ➔ N
is defined by
2
hsortz (n) = < 0, n > . ..,hreset: B ➔ ff3 is defined by hreset (b) ='<true ,false>.
7.6. Graph Substitution

Implementation of the inner product.
Signature: r6 = <{num,reset},{MULT,ADD,ZERO,DUPreset•DUPnum,MUX}>.
Computation graph:
MATMULT 6 = FunRef ri(MATMULT 5)
where
11 : {VECMULT 1,VECMULT 2} ➔ G(r6 ) is defined by Tl(VECMULTi) =INPRODi ,
i=l,2
as
follows.
INPROD 1 =<D 61 ,gf 61 ,cn 1,st 61 ,d 61 >
and

2
INPROD 2 = <D62,ef 62,cn ,st62,d62>- ef61(dupn) =DUPnum• ef 61(mult) =MULT ,
gf 61 (sum) = SUM, gf 6l (dupr) = DUPreset.
reset if e E { rin, r, rout }
d 61 (e) = 0, all e.
st6 1(e) = num otherw1se.
·
{

= e 1,
= x,

cind~Pn (xin)
cin~ult (x)

cout)upn (xout)
cin~ult (w)

= w,

= ez,

coutd~pn (x)
cout~ult (prod)

= e3_

= prod.
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d 63 (e)

st 63 (e)=

= prod,

cin }um (prod)

cin}up, (rin) = e 1,

cin }um (r)

= r,

1 if e=sum
= { 0 otherwise

reset if e=r
{ num otherwise

= z.
coutd~p, (r) = e 3 _
cout s~m (z)

cout}up, (rout)= e 2 ,

gf 62 (mult) = MULT, gf 62 (sum) = SUM.
reset
st 62 (e) = num
{
cin;;ult (x) = x,

if e = r
otherwise.

cin;;ult (w) = w,

cout;;ult (prod)

= prod.
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=

=

cin ~(prod) prod,
cin s~ (r)
r,
SUM = <D 63 ,gf 63 , cn3,st 63 ,d 63 >.
gf 63(mux)
gf 63 (add) =ADD.
cin~(sum) = e 1,
cin~ux(r) = r,
cout~ux(z)

= e3,

cout~ux (feedback)

cin}dd (prod) = x,

MULT

cout fum (z)

= MUX,

= e 4,

cina~d (feedback) = y ,

= z.

gf 63 (zero)

= ZERO,

cin~ux(ezero) = e2.
coutz~ro ( ezero) = out.
couta~d (sum)

= sum.

= < D 64• st 64>
st64(e) = num, all e
<t>6(MULT)(J)(prod) = top (J)(x) x top (I )(w)

w

st 65( e ) = num , all e
<1)6(PLUS )(/ )(sum) = top (I)(x) + top (I )(w)

ZERO = < D 66, st 66>
st 66 ( out) = num
<1)6(PLUS )(/)(out) = 0

st 61(e) = reset , all e
<t>6(DUPreset)(/)(e;) = top(l)(e1), i=2,3

st68(e) = num, all e
<f>6(DUPnwn)(/)(e;) = top (J)(e1), i=2,3

MUX

= < D69,St69>
st69(e;) = num, i=l,2,3,4
st 69(r) = reset
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top (I)(e 2)
<1>6(MUX )(I)(e 4) = { top (I)(e 1)

if top (I)(r )=true
otherwise.

7.7. Pipelining
Finally the algorithm is pipelined at the top level through a simple use of the cut
theorem. The previous two sections have not altered the communication graph at the top
level, and so it is still D 4 . {w 2,x 2, r 2 } is a minimal cutset for the underlying undirected
graph, and so we can add one delay to each of these channels. In [HTKu84] the
algorithm is to be implemented on a data structure in which the functional cells
themselves are not delay-free (in particular, the adders in the CMU Warp are pipelined).
To achieve this implementation the necessary delay is introduced at the top level (using
the cut theorem), and it is then transferred down the levels by absorbing it into the cell
interpretations. This technique for two-level pipelining will be further discussed
elsewhere.

§ 8. Appendix

DEFINITION 8.1. Let S be any set and m ,n e N, m :;1:Q where N = { 0, 1, 2, · · · }.
(i) 0
denotes
the
empty
string.
Define
s0 ={0},
sm ={<sm , Sm-t, . .. ,St>

I

and

Sm , Sm-t, ... , St Es}.

(ii) For any set of sets A, uA = {x I xeB for some B eA }.
(iii) For any set S define the set of strings of elements of S to be S * = u{ Sn I n e N}.
Also, s+ = u{ sm I meN & m:;tO}.
(iv) Givens ES*, Is I is the unique n such thats E sn.
(v) Define
the
operators
top : s+ ➔ S
and
pop : S * x N ➔ S *
by
top(<sm , sm-1• .. . , s1>) = Sm , pop(0,n) = 0 and
<Sm-n , · · · , s 1> if m >n
pop(<sm,sm-1• · · · , s1>, n) = { 0
otherwise.
We also use a unary operator pop: S* ➔ S* defined by pop (s) = pop (s, 1).
Define
push: S xS* ➔ S*
by
push (s, 0) = <S >
and
push(s,<Sm,Sm-l• . .. ,s 1>) = <s,sm,sm-l• .. . ,s 1>.
(vi) For
any
product
set
Am x · · · xA 1
and
l '.5.k '.5.m
define
projk: Am x · · · xA 1 ➔ Ak by projk(a) = topopop (a,m-k).
(vii)
s:_xs* ➔ S* _ is the concate:Q_ation operator_ defined _as follows .
I a b I = Ia I + Ib 1. Fo_£ 1 '.5.j '.5. Ib I, projjC a b ) = projj (b ); and for
A

:

A

l '.5.k

A

'-5,_

I a I ,projk+ lbl(a

A

b) = projk(a) .

The terms defined in the following definition describe common methods of
constructing functions on strings from other functions.
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DEFINITION 8.2. Let X,Y be sets.
(i) Let f: X ➔ Y. g: X * ➔ Y* is defined by pointwise application of f if
I g (x) I = Ix I and for keN, 15k 5 Ix I, projkog (x) = f oprojk(x).
(ii) Let a: x+ ➔ Y . ~: x+ ➔ y+ is defined by stacking the values of a if for I x I = 1,
~(x) = push (a(x), 0), and otherwise ~(x) = push (a(x), ~(pop (x))).
(iii) Let a :X ➔ y+_ b :X* ➔ Y* is defined by concatenating the values of a if for
x ex, b (0) = 0, and for x ex+, b (x) = aotop (x)
bopop (x).
A

We now give the proof of the well-foundedness of the definition of D.p (see
Definition 3. 7).
PROPOSITION 8.3. For any deterministic computation graph, G, Ranke is total.
Proof. Let G = <D ,gf ,en ,st ,d> and D = < V ,E ,ti ,hd>. We show that if P ePathsD
and d* (P) = 0 then P is simple, and so there are only finitely many such paths.
Suppose, if possible, that P = <en, ... , e 1> is not simple and define Q e PathsD as
follows . For some i,j, 15i<j<n either (i) hd(ei) = hd(ej) and Q = <ej, ... , ei+ 1>;
or (iii) t/(e 1) = tl(ej) and Q = <ej-l• ... ,e 1>. Then Q is a cycle and d*(Q)=O,
contradicting that G is deterministic.
LEMMA 8.4. For any processor P = < G ,'¥> the definition of D.p is well-founded.
Proof (by induction on depth (G )). (1) If depth (G) = 0 then O.p is clearly well-defined.
(2) Otherwise let G = < D , gf ,en ,st ,d > with D = < V ,E ,ti ,hd >. In this case we prove
by induction on II I that for any le/Np and any eeE, (TS(l))(e) and (HS(l))(e) are
well-defined. The basis case (TS (0))(e) e E>(e) is clear. The induction step has two
cases.
(I) If d(e) "# 0 then (HS(I))(e) = (TSopop(l,d(e))(e) which by induction is welldefined.
(II) Otherwise the proof is by induction on £rank (e ).
(Ila) If Erank(e) = 0 then either
(i) e eDin and so (TS (l))(e) = top (l)(e ); or otherwise
(ii) for some veV, eeTAILSD(v). If HEADS(v) = 0 then (TS(l))(e) is a
constant so let f e gf (v )in. As £rank (e ) = 0, do cinv- l (j ) "# 0 and so by
(I)

.
(PRED!(l))(j) = (HS (l))(cinv-l(j ))
(t)
is well-defined. Therefore, by the induction on I/ I, pred;'(l) is well-defined,
and so as depthogf (v) < depth (G) the first induction gives us
(TS (l))(e) = (Q<gf (v),'¥>opred!(I))(coutv (e ))
well-defined.
To complete the induction basis on £rank (e) we need to show that (HS (l))(e) is
well-defined. Using (I) assume that d(e) = 0 and so (HS(l))(e) = (TS(I))(e )
which is well-defined by either (i) or (ii).
(Ilb) The induction step on £rank (e ). The proof that TS (I)(e) is well-defined is the
same as in (ii) above; if do cinv- 1(1) = 0 then Eranko cinv- 1(1) < £rank (e) and
so (t) follows by induction. That (HS (I))(e) is well-defined is proved as above.
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